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The city is changing!

Cycling can play a role
in achieving policy 

goals



Cycling changing, too

E-bike 

(max speed 25 km/h)

Speed pedelec

(max speed 45 km/h)
Freight transport by bike 



What cycling can bring a city
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Affordable / 

Equality
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Large differences in modal split between cities
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Integral approach

Increased cycling not achieved  by a single measure like creating a 

bicycle path

Link Cycling with other projects

Urban renewal projects / economic activities

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP)

Link with health or tourism plan

Measures covering several areas need

Infrastructure and equipment

Support actions behavioural, cultural and legislative aspects as well 

as the creation of cycling organisations

Cycling is a means, not a goal



How can you increase cycling in your
city?



Mix infrastructure and supporting actions

Infrastructure
Supporting 

actions



Infrastructure: safe and smooth cycling



Building blocks for safety

Separate traffic with different mass and speeds, and when traffic 

intensities are high

Develop recognisable infrastructure

   

Primary roads Secondary roads Local roads 

When speeds are higher, a 

physically separated cycling path 

is needed. 

A street with less cars, here visually 

separated cyling paths are advised 

No cyling path needed, speeds 

and the number of cars passing 

are low 

 



Opportunities for bicycles:
combine public transport and cycling

In the Netherlands, 47% of all trips to a train station are by bicycle

Bicycles not only for urban travel, but also for intercity travel



Supporting actions

Infrastructure
Supporting 

actions



Building an organisation for cycling

Develop knowledge of cycling in local governement

Integrate cycling in existing policy

Link cycling to mobility plan or urban renewal plan 

Work with stakeholders

Cycling associations

Employers

Cycle Marketing

Education



Marketing



Insights in cycling behaviour

Gather data to

use in traffic

models and

to develop sound policy 

Origin/Destination profiles



Bringing cycling in the city

Cycling a means to reach a goal. 

Integrate cycling in city policy:

SUMP an opportunity !

Create a knowledgable cycling group in your city

Work with external stakeholders

Collect data


